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Love & Hip Hop: Atlanta (Series 5)

16 x 60'

EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. Episode 001

While Stevie and Joseline are away conquering L.A., Mimi is beginning her own life with a new
boo Chris, and everyone is dying to meet Mimi’s new love. What they don’t know is that Chris is a
“she” and not a “he”. But all will be revealed at Chris’ Birthday Party.

There’s a new ‘Empire’ family in town, and they’re about to raise some hell up in the A. The King
family are Atlanta rapping royalty, due to their close association with Stevie J and the notoriety
surrounding their slain family member Dolla. Their leading son Scrapp has big shoes to fill, but
he’s distracted by love triangle drama surrounding his main chick Tommie and baby mama Tiara.
Tommie and her new friends are up to no good and spying on Tommie’s “competition” Tiara. And
we’re about to see how much trouble Scrapp has wrangling his women when they come face to
face.

Scrappy’s unpleasant court dealings with Erica Dixon are a thing of the past. But the fallout is very
present. Bambi and Scrappy are over, with both moving on with their lives. And Momma Dee &
Scrappy are furious with Kirk and Rasheeda for not showing up for Scrappy when he needed his
friends the most.

Cousins Scrappy and Joc have moved into a Bachelor Pad and are enjoying the benefits of living
single. They’re celebrating their freedom with a bevvy of beauties, when Joc takes interest in
Scrappy’s hot new assistant.

2. Episode 002

Scrapp Deleon’s women discover that he’s been lying to both of them and now he’s forced to deal
with the consequences as he attempts to convince both women to sit down with each other.
Tommie isn’t so sure she wants to, but KK encourages Tommie to find out the truth about Tiara
from Scrapp’s own mouth!
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Scrappy launches an urban model management company, with his new and perhaps reluctant
partner Joc. But his first big business event is interrupted by an angry Kirk. Scrappy is livid at
Momma Dee for meddling in his affairs, but eventually sets his eyes on telling Kirk exactly how he
feels!

There’s a hot new model/ music producer burning up studios and runways in Atlanta, and she just
so happens to be transgender! Tammy Rivera is enraptured by the exotic D.Smith and wants her
to model for T.Rivera. However, D.Smith’s protective BFF Betty Idol may have some reservations
about D. working with Tammy, due to her association with Waka Flocka AND Scrappy…

Mimi’s lesbian relationship is out in the open and ATL is buzzing. And Mimi and Chris are ready to
STING Dime for allowing the alley cats Tommie/ Tiara to crash Chris’ birthday party!

3. Episode 003

Stevie J is back from L.A., and he’s here for good! After moving his movie and music career back
to Atlanta for the sake of Eva and Mimi, his LPG dream may be turned upside down by the
addition of ANOTHER female!

Scrapp needs his ladies by his side, and feels bringing them together to hash out his current legal
situation will fix things. However, with his legal predicament and issues with his ladies, he now
needs the counsel of “the Good Guy” Stevie J (who’s back from L.A.!) to figure out what to do
next!

After Scrappy ended his friendship with Kirk, Scrappy gets back to the music with his female love
interest Betty Idol. Scrappy vents about all of his issues with Momma Dee to Betty, and how he
misses Bambi. This makes Betty jealous. And Betty’s not the only one jealous - Bambi is tired of
Scrappy’s jealous ways, and wants her dog back! Who will Scrappy choose - Betty or the Bambi?

After the shocking throwdown with D.Smith’s friend Betty Idol, Tammy begins to see D.Smith may
not be as sweet as she claims to be. Will their business relationship begin, or go down in flames?

4. Episode 004

Joseline is ready to reinvent herself to the “locals” of Atlanta at her party, and she’s dropping
bombs over Baghdad on everyone...including a mysterious Karlie scandal and something her long
lost friend DESPERATELY needs to know!

Scrapp follows through on Uncle Stevie’s advice, and goes to both of his estranged women to
“speak his heart” about his legal predicament. However, with Tommie finding out secrets about
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Scrapp from Joseline, and Tiara refusing to let Scrapp see King until she speaks with her arch
nemesis KK, Scrapp has his hands full in reigning his women back in his life!

Karlie Redd is being welcomed into the Playboy family. With huge radio gigs, a new store opening
in L.A. and magazine deals in motion, she’s on the top of the world, and in love with R&B crooner
Lyfe Jennings! Guest star K.Michelle helps a hurt Karlie Redd, as Karlie tries to find out why
Joseline Hernandez isn’t ready to make nice with her. For Joseline, sometimes distance makes
the heart grow more sinister….especially towards Ms. Karlie Redd!

Mimi must get Chris on board now that the infamous Jordan’s are back in town!

5. Episode 005

Joseline is ready to end her longstanding beefs with Atlanta society, and wants EVERYONE
(friends and foes) to attend her video release party for “Church”! Joseline and Stevie anticipate
finally meeting a reluctant/ paranoid Chris in person, while Joseline seeks answers about Stevie’s
secret past with KK. However, Joseline’s bomb drops and surprise guests may cause the party
plans to take an unpleasant direction...

Scrapp can’t seem to get through to his stubborn mom KK about Tiara, so it takes the Good Guy
Stevie J to intervene on Scrapp’s behalf. He gets KK to at least AGREE to make amends with
Scrapp at Sas’ mixtape listening party. However, the King family may turn against each other
before they can ever reconcile!

After Kelsie proves she’s a lackluster employee at Pressed, Kirk gives his entitled daughter Kelsie
a chance to prove she can rap at Kirk’s weekly showcase...against Rasheeda’s wishes. Does
Kelsie sink, or does she swim as a viable match up against Kirk’s new talented artist Samantha?
Meanwhile, Rasheeda attempts to bury the hatchet with Scrappy.

Rasheeda is finally able to bring the old pals, Scrappy and Kirk, into the same room. Can the two
bros work it out, or does Scrappy want to “put his paws” on Kirk?

6. Episode 006

The Jordan’s happily ever after comes to a screeching halt after Joseline’s video release party.
Now that Stevie knows about Joseline blackmailing Karlie and Jos spreading rumors about
Scrapp’s third chick/ KK smashing Stevie, the King family and Jordan’s lives are thrown into
turmoil! Joseline and Stevie may not make it out of this dilemma together when Joseline
reintroduces her “old friend” Dawn to the group that may make Stevie and Mimi go into a tail
spin…
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After realizing Shirleen is still not over Momma Dee’s nest building stunt, Rasheeda and Scrappy
are determined to have a “meeting of the moms” so Shirleen and Momma Dee can get back to
“grown woman” behavior! But Momma Dee and Ernest’s happily NEVER after may make Shirleen
an unfortunate punching bag! When the mimosas start flowing at brunch, Deb may take over and
spill some tea about Bambi to the Queen of the South…and possibly, the Prince!

Dawn’s reemergence on Team Joseline rubs former friend Dime Piece the wrong way. And she’s
ready to get to the bottom of why Dawn jumped ships!

7. Episode 007

After Dawn’s reemergence, Joseline begins a War of the Jordan’s! Joseline and Stevie may not
make it out together, as they plot out their next moves separately! Mimi is caught in the middle,
and put in an awful predicament when Stevie asks to move in. Now Stevie’s problems are creating
a domino effect on Mimi’s life, and Stevie’s dream of pushing Chris out of the LPG play pen may
become fulfilled!

Tommie faces collateral damage for all of her recent shenanigans. Joseline may be forgiving of
Tommie’s situation with Dawn at her video release party. But Karlie wants revenge against
Tommie for igniting Joseline’s blackmail attempt, and may go below Scrapp’s belt to level the
playing field!

K.Michelle is back in town, and there’s going to be some trouble! While promoting her upcoming
3rd album, K.Michelle is ready to stunt on all of her former haters (Mimi, Rasheeda, etc.) and use
one of their friends to lure them to her upcoming listening party!

Dime Piece is looking to get a piece of Scrappy. And Bambi may buck when she finds out!

8. Episode 008

After his fun fling with Karlie Redd, Disneyland is over! Scrapp finds out he most likely is going to
jail, and now more than ever, he needs to get his affairs in order. First up - getting his mother KK
and Tiara to FINALLY sit down with each other for the sake of King! And Scrapp’s newfound friend
J.Nicks might have ulterior motives when he seeks to get his good “friend” Tiara to allow Scrapp to
see his son on Daddy Day…

R&B Superstar and LHHA OG K.Michelle is back in the A for good, and her Listening Party is
going to be shaking the table! K.Michelle sends invites out to almost all of Atlanta’s society,
including D.Smith. However, KM’s estranged friend Dime is noticeably omitted from the list! And
although K.Michelle offers an olive branch towards Rasheeda and Mimi, some friends aren’t ready
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to make nice! Including Karlie and Joseline! And party crashers D. and Betty might ruffle
everyone’s feathers.

D.Smith is ready to “augment” her life...in more ways than one. As D.Smith works on bettering
herself in the transition process, a new budding business relationship with Ariane might come to
fruition when Ariane pursues a singing career...AGAIN!

Joc finally goes on a date with Scrapp’s assistant Taylor. As Taylor and Joc get to know each other
more, and figure out each other’s ‘preferences’, the date may end in an awkward disaster!

9. Episode 009

Stevie and Joseline pursue different paths during their separation. Jos works to break off her
chains from Stevie professionally, while Stevie looks to find new prospects… However, when
Joseline drops a bomb on Mimi about Stevie, Stevie’s life may add a #6 or #7 to his Jordan
lineage!

Scrapp DeLeon is caught in another love triangle, and Tommie may have caught him “Redd”
handed! As Karlie helps out Scrapp with his legal predicament through “hotel” therapy, Tommie
turns on Scrapp. Tommie plays fire with fire when she takes a chance at getting in the “Good Guy”
Stevie J’s “inner” circle!

Dime makes moves to turn her Facetimes with Scrappy into an in-person thing. However, Yung
Joc swoops in on Scrappy’s sloppy seconds!

There’s a shakeup in the palace, and Momma Dee/ Ernest’s marriage is in shambles. The two
seek help from their Pastor, but Ernest might seek something more with Shirleen…

10. Episode 010

Stevie does damage control with Mimi after Joseline’s secret baby claims run rampant. Stevie has
a plan to stop Joseline, and possibly rekindle what he once had with Mimi...

Scrapp Deleon begins his final goodbye tour, and prepares for the worst.

After D.Smith and Betty Idol had yet another negative encounter with more cast members at
K.Michelle’s Listening Party, the ladies have yet to make their positive mark in the LGBT
community. However, can Deb’s uplifting No RIP event/ anti-bullying event bring Tammy, Betty and
D.Smith together, or leave their relationship in ashes?
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After hearing about K.Michelle’s Atlantic Records opportunity, Ariane decides it’s time to stop
being Mimi’s sidekick and attempt to put the spotlight on her aspirational music career!

11. Episode 011

Mimi and Stevie go on the hunt for Stevie’s alleged baby mamas, and Mimi may get a rude
awakening when she meets the ‘larger than life’ Promise B Mae! Meanwhile, Joseline is forced to
face the bomb drop residue on her hands when it comes to Stevie’s secret babies. Is Joseline
telling the truth about the scandals, or does she deserve to win next year’s Golden ‘Glove’ with
Rick Ross as her right hand man? As Joseline cleans up her bomb drops, Stevie gets ready to
launch the BIGGEST bomb drop of them all!

Scrapp enjoys his last few moments of freedom, as Tiara makes her next moves.

After the disastrous No RIP event, Momma Dee wasn’t able to chase after Betty Idol. Have no
fear! Momma Dee has found Betty Idol’s glass slipper, and she’s determined to bring the Prince
and the future Princess together! However, Scrappy’s transphobic social media statements may
cause a ‘moat’ block as MD attempts to lure Betty into the palace! Especially when Scrappy’s
harsh tone faces off against Betty’s transgender pal D.Smith!

After Rasheeda found out that Stevie has moved into her pal Mimi’s house, Rasheeda goes into
damage control to save her long time friend from falling victim to charming Stevie’s trap YET
AGAIN!

12. Episode 012

After 3 years of lying he’s married to Joseline, Stevie must deal with the aftermath when he faces
Mimi. Will Stevie be told to hit the road Jack by a vindictive Mimi, or can he “massage” out the
kinks in his soon-to-be rocky relationship? As Joseline attempts to avoid the media post-Stevie’s
reveal, Stevie proves he’s just getting started on flipping Joseline’s life upside down on a “Dime!”

Tammy’s happily ever after with Waka may come to an end, when the blogs turn out to be real!

After Scrapp goes to jail, J.Nicks makes the move on his baby mama Tiara. And Joc makes the
moves on J.Nicks’ girl Amber.

Tommie has to tell her pal Joseline about how she wanted Stevie to go down on her for payment!
Even with Scrapp gone, the drama continues!
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E: Momma Dee is determined to replace Bambi with her new lady-in-waiting Betty Idol in
Scrappy’s heart. However, Scrappy’s heart may be still lost in the forrest...trying to get back to its
rightful owner...

13. Episode 013

It’s Grammy Week in L.A. and the cast is mingling and intermingling together! Unlike Vegas, what
happens in L.A. won’t stay in L.A., and Joseline is hoping to go out with a bang when it comes to
Stevie...and possibly Tommie!

As a secret marriage rumor travels fast from the blogs about Lyfe, Karlie is caught off guard when
Lyfe gets down on one knee. With all of the lies and messiness between these two, Karlie might
literally have found her perfect one!

Momma Dee is fed up with broke ass Ernest, and is taking her career and life into her own hands.
Especially after Momma Dee tracks Ernest down to find out her premonition might be true...are
Ernest and Shirleen smashing?!

Kelsie is tired of being the black sheep in the family, and has reached her last straw with her
parents!

E: D.Smith attempts to make leaps and bounds as a transgender artist in a straight male
dominated hip hop industry. Can D. work with the greats like Cee Lo Green, or will the likes of Cee
Lo treat her the same as Lil Scrappy?

14. Episode 014

Jos is back on the vindictive war path as she turns on Tommie for trying to sleep with her
husband. However, Jos’ vindictive ways may be spun on her as Dime Piece finds Joseline’s
Achilles heel!

Karlie Redd is tired of all of the lies, and decides to come clean about Scrapp to her man Lyfe and
her friend Tiarra. However, Karlie’s thirsty ways may make her end up drowning in her own ring-
less existence!

Tammy decides to separate from her longtime husband Waka Flocka! As the show goes on with
her T.Rivera Fashion show, a surprise guest or two might cause quite the encore for her event!
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Ariane makes a second attempt at a music career. However, as people start to call out her lack of
drive, can Ariane take the pressure? It all comes to a head when Ariane attempts to shadow
K.Michelle during her NYC Press Tour for her 3rd album. Can Ariane find inspiration to be the next
LHHA star, or will her star be waned by the powerful vocals of diva K.Michelle?

E: As Joc records a song for Momma Dee, he needs to bring his pal J.Nicks in so he can give
some real Usher-style “confessions” about his dalliances with J.Nicks’ estranged girlfriend Amber!

15. Episode 015

Joselines’ lies and deception catch up to her, as the likes of Tommie and others confront her about
all of her lies to her face!

As Scrapp gets used to life behind bars, KK and Tiara may attempt to mend their broken down
fence for the sake of King. It couldn’t come at a better time, as Tiara redirects her negative energy
to a new sworn enemy...J.Nicks’ estranged girlfriend Amber!

As Karlie clings on for dear life after Lyfe gives her a break up ring, Karlie may have to be taken
off of “Lyfe support” when she flatlines from yet another bomb drop about Lyfe’s secret life!

As Mimi plays victim once again to Joseline’s deception and Stevie’s lack of child support, Mimi
must confront her own shady Stevie-like ways with ex Chris. Can Mimi ever admit her own
wrongs, or will she continue to play innocent? Especially when Chris finds out Mimi was never
only “gay for Chris?”

The Frost’s housewarming party may turn into a house burning when party crashers Momma Dee
AND Kelsie storm the event!

16. Episode 016

Ariane finally makes her music dreams come true as she gets ready to throw a preview party for
her music. A departing K.Michelle wants Ariane to bring Joseline into the fold of her corrupt group
circle with Mimi, but a kumbaya moment may not occur as Stevie/Joseline’s relationship comes to
an end. How will Mimi take it when she finds out about Joseline’s grand scheme to put Stevie on
child support? It will be a love triangle showdown of the century when Mimi and Joseline finally
come face to face!

Tiara and KK attempt to make amends by throwing a joint birthday party for King. However, when
Tiara finds out that KK has done yet another sneaky thing behind her back, all hell might break
loose!
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Tammy moves on from Waka Flocka, while Scrappy falls back in love with the Bam. Whose love
can survive as the pendulum swings? Can Scrappy ever man up for Bambi, or will he retreat like
Waka?

Momma Dee forces herself to center stage with her new hit “In That Order”, and may finally keep
the spotlight on her without Ernest once and for all! It’s a 2016 Ike and Tina story, and Momma
Dee knows the show might just have to go on...without her King!

Tommie re-lives all of her past and present hardships in therapy, and may have to face all of the
demons inside her which make her resort to the bottle. Her soul clearly needs some Beyonce
surgery!


